To receive credit for an experience trip, the Provisional Leader is to complete this self-evaluation form and send it to the LTC Administrative Chair. The assistant leader is also to submit an Assistant Leader’s Evaluation.

Name of Leader ____________________________________ Leader Category ________ (I, M, E) (Please Print)

Name of Evaluator ________________________________ Trip Rating ___________ (Assistant Leader) (I, M, E)

Trip Location ___________________________ Trip Date(s) ____________________

Trip Nature (backpack, snow, rock?) ________________________________

Sponsoring Group or Section __________________________ Attendance (aside from leaders) ________

Trip Announced in Schedule: Number _________ Page _________ Other ______________________

Altitude Gain _____________ Distance _____________________ Duration ______________________

Please give a self evaluation of your leadership:
Pre-trip plan and screening of participants

Roadhead orientation

Your confidence as a leader

Did any problems or unexpected events happen? How did you handle them?

What did you learn?

Describe the route used.
How did this route meet the requirements for navigation and route finding?

Planned time compared to actual

Planned route ok?

How effective was trip description or participant screening in matching skill level/conditioning of participants to that of the planned trip?

**For M and E only**
What was the technical portion of the trip that complied with the rock or snow criteria?

How was this terrain handled by your group?

Your confidence in leading this terrain?

________________________    ____________________________
Date                                          Signature
LTC form 111Feb 2008)